AH: Hello Natalie
LL: Greetings from Trinity College!
CW: hello!
SR: awake!!!
LS: Hello from Norfolk State University
AH: Ms Lu!!! Hey how are you
TBG: hi everyone. I'm putting my hand down now from Howard University.
AH: Hello Dr Tricia
AH: Go Howard!
TBG: Althea!!!! I miss talking with you!
SD: Lindsey Daniels and Susanne Dietzel from OU, hi everyone
LL: Hey De Jon, Wendy, Peggy, and Sonya! Glad you are here. Hope the others
can join, too.
SH: hey Leah...miss ya
SA: I know the institute - but am unsure where it is being held. Are we able to get
this information now?
SE: if we don't know where we are going in January how can we find out?
SE: Thanks I will e-mail you Livia
AH: Dr Tricia we gotta touch base soon
DJ: If you are a fairly new, year 2, of 1st grant, do we still attend OVW training?
LR: Yes!
AH: Hello Dianna yes you do its mandatory to attend, if you are unable to attend
you must contact your OVW program manager
LR: All campuses are required to attend all programs
CW: Please send me the information for this as i do not have it...thanks livia
DJ: Sorry, I meant do we attend the OVW orientation? I attended the one this
past January in Washington
LR: Orientation is for folks with new project directors
LR: So, if there was a change in project management in the past year, you are
eligible to attend the orientation
LR: Diana - you attended the orientation in DC this past January, right? Your
campus should be ok
LR: Grantees that are not sure where they are going in January for the next
Institute, please email me livia@calcasa.org
LR: Thank you!
LR: Materials are available on calcasa.org
LR: The audio recording and text chat transcript will be available tomorrow
AN: we are not seeing the slides
SL: Slides are available at http://calcasa.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/
October-2011-webinar.pdf
LL: Hey S! Glad to see you here! Will talk soon.
VR: We were wondering if this is the same presentation we saw at the campus
institute for judicial training.

LR: Thanks Steven
VR: Thank you....it's very good.
LR: Great question, Vanessa.
LR: Sorry, which campus are you with, Vanessa?
VR: Arizona Western College
LR: Great! Thanks, Vanessa
CM: Audio keps going in and out
LR: Carrie, are you using just the internet for audio?
LR: We recommend folks call in using a phone land line to ensure better quality
of audio
DH: I thought the DCL said that mediation cannot be used, even if the victim
requests it.
DH: It says that it can be used for sexual harassment, but for sexual assault, it
says, "Moreover, in cases involving allegations of sexual assault, mediation is not
appropriate even on a voluntary basis."
WH: 16% reporting rate specifically for SA?
DH: Thank you!
JJ: Could you send it to all of us please?
LR: what reasoning do you use with administrators who consistently refuse to
take the accused out of the classroom?Is it true that a student's status (accused)
won't change if he/she is taken out of the class prior?
LL: What if incdient was violent but you do not have the alleged perp's name as
she did not identify him?
LR: If folks have specific questions about current or recent cases, we strongly
encourage you to email/call Lindy so she can devote more time and provide
additional info, if need be.
DJ: Hypothetical: a case where the victim's father reported, but victim did not
want an investigation, but one was initiated because of parental report. The
investigation found it was a "false" report and victim was made to submit apology
letter to school.
LR: ta@victimrights.org 617.399.6720
DJ: yes
RC: Who are the people who are required to launch the investigation? are
advocates protected? How about resident assistants?
RC: Thanks!
LR: We ask that if you have specific questions about current or recent cases,
contact Lindy so she can devote more time and provide additional info.
LR: 617.399.6720 ta@victimrights.org
SR: What is knock and talk?
LL: which college in MA?
LL: That makes sense.
TR: When the fact finder was referenced as talking to the police- who is in the
role of fact finder at the university?

Livia Rojas: The University of the Pacific case that Lindy just referenced http://
calcasa.org/calcasa/advocates-duty-partner-universities/
LR: 6 MINUTES LEFT
RG: I missed the beginning introductions. What are the dates for the January
TTI?
LR: 4 MINUTES LEFT
LR: week of January 23, 2012 for Campus Institutes
LR: exact dates will vary for each TA provider. Registration info will be released
in November
DJ: Will the entire presentation be available even if we do not complete it?
RG: Thx
LR: 2 MINUTES LEFT
LR: Dianna, the presentation will end in a few minutes. The audio recording will
be up on calcasa.org in a few days
MO: MANY THANKS !!!
CW: Thanks and I look forward to receiving the information tomorrow about what
was presented today.
JJL: Thank you
AM: Thanks!
LG: Thanks!
PS: This is so important - THANKS - definitely would like a supplemental
session!
HD: Thank you!
ML: glory blanceagle - thank you!
CH: Thank you...very helpful!
JB: Thank you, Lindy!
KV: Thank you
LL: Many thanks:)
DJ: Great information & presentation!
CR: Thank you - great resources and webinar
SF: Thanks
SH: great job...thanks Lindy
LB: Lots of good info...thank you
JM: Thank you!
CW: This was so helpful and validating to what is being done correctly on our
campus
CC: Very helpful...thanks to all!

